Evaluation of Security Documents

*Identity crime is a billion dollar business - but the buck stops here!*  

Security documents are a key component of identity and related crimes, but with CIT’s new theoretical and interactive Evaluation of Security Documents workshop, you will be equipped with the knowledge and skills required to detect unacceptable documents and disrupt fraudulent activity.

This four day workshop, for those involved in the assessment or investigation of original and non-original security documents in the workplace, explores the manufacture of security documents and incorporated security technologies, and utilises practical techniques to develop and refine your skills and ability to assess document credibility.

**Duration:** Four days from 8:30am–4:30pm  

**Dates:** Tuesday 3 November – Friday 6 November 2015  

For more information visit [cit.edu.au/science](http://cit.edu.au/science) or call CIT Student Services on (02) 6207 3188.